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Spoken language has primacy over written language
both in the history of mankind and in the life of an indi-
vidual (Liberman, 1992). We talk before we read, and
many languages do not even have a writing system. Yet,
there is accumulating evidence that literacy (i.e., the
learning of an orthographic system) has a long-lasting
influence on basic phonological processes (Olson, 1996).
For example, we have known for many years that certain
metaphonological skills, such as our capacity to con-
sciously manipulate phonemes, is largely dependent on
literacy (Morais, Cary, Alegria, & Bertelson, 1979). For
instance, a person who has never acquired an orthographic
system finds it very difficult to delete a phoneme at the
beginning of a nonword. In contrast, literate people have
no difficulty with this task. Once reading is acquired, or-
thographic influences might be strong enough to over-
ride phonological information. For example, Ehri and
Wilce (1980) have shown that literate children find it dif-

ficult to count the same number of phonemes in /ritʃ/ and
/pitʃ/, because the spellings of these words (“rich” vs.
“pitch”) contain different numbers of letters.

The influence of orthography on spoken word recog-
nition and production has been demonstrated not only
with children and illiterates but also with completely lit-
erate college students (Damian & Bowers, 2003; Frost &
Katz, 1989; Frost, Repp, & Katz, 1988; Seidenberg &
Tanenhaus, 1979; Taft & Hambly, 1985; Tanenhaus, Flani-
gan, & Seidenberg, 1980). For example, skilled adults find
it harder to judge whether two words rhyme when their
rimes are spelled differently (e.g., rye–tie) than when
their rimes are spelled the same (Seidenberg & Tanenhaus,
1979). Similarly, Frauenfelder, Segui, and Dijkstra (1990)
showed that detection of the phoneme /k/ in spoken French
words took longer than detection of the phoneme /p/, sup-
posedly because the phoneme /k/ in French has more or-
thographic realizations (“c,” “cc,” “k,” “ck,” “qu,” etc.) than
the phoneme /p/ (see Dijkstra, Roelofs, & Fieuws, 1995,
for a similar finding in Dutch). Finally, Halle, Chereau,
and Segui (2000) recently demonstrated that French lis-
teners were more likely to misperceive the phoneme /p/
in /apsyrd/ than in /lapsys/, because absurde is spelled
with the letter “b” whereas lapsus is spelled with the let-
ter “p.”

Although these orthographic effects clearly suggest
that orthographic information can affect basic phonolog-
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ical processes, it has been argued that this would be the
case only in tasks with a strong metaphonological com-
ponent (Ventura, Kolinsky, Brito-Mendes, & Morais,
2001). Indeed, tasks such as phoneme deletion, detec-
tion, counting, and blending all rely on people’s capacity
to consciously access and manipulate phoneme-sized in-
formation. Finding orthography effects in these tasks
might not be so surprising given the crucial role of orthog-
raphy in developing awareness of phonemes (Goswami,
2002a; Morais et al., 1979; Olson, 1996).

However, orthographic effects have also been reported
in tasks that do not necessarily involve metaphonologi-
cal components. For example, Jakimik, Cole, and Rud-
nicky (1985) studied phonological priming in a lexical
decision task (LDT). They employed polysyllabic primes
and monosyllabic targets that shared either initial phonol-
ogy (e.g., chocolate–chalk), initial orthography (e.g.,
fighter–fig), or both initial phonology and initial orthog-
raphy (e.g., napkin–nap). Facilitatory priming effects
were obtained only for prime–target pairs that shared
both phonology and orthography. No priming was obtained
when targets and primes shared only phonology or only
orthography. However, the authors themselves acknowl-
edged that their results might reflect an orthographic
strategy, because the relatedness proportion between
primes and targets was rather high (30–50%). More re-
cently, orthographic effects in phonological priming
have been replicated with relatedness proportions of
only 20%, making it less likely that the facilitatory ef-
fects were due to orthographic strategies (Slowiaczek,
Soltano, Wieting, & Bishop, 2003).

To avoid strategies of this kind, Ziegler and Ferrand
(1998) did not use the priming paradigm but a simple au-
ditory LDT. They manipulated the orthographic consis-
tency of spoken words. Half of the words were inconsis-
tent—that is, their phonological rimes could be spelled
in multiple ways (e.g., /-ip/ may be spelled “-eap” or 
“-eep”)—and the other half was consistent—that is, their
rimes could be spelled in only one way (e.g., /-�k/ may
only be spelled “-uck”). Results showed that inconsistent
words produced slower correct “yes” responses and
more errors than did consistent words. This effect was
taken to suggest that orthographic information was au-
tomatically processed during the perception of spoken
words. These data provide strong evidence of the exis-
tence of orthographic effects in spoken word recogni-
tion, especially because their study minimized the use of
orthographic strategies and did not rely on a metaphono-
logical task.

There are two potential problems with Ziegler and
Ferrand’s (1998) study, however. First, the consistency
manipulation necessarily relies on the comparison be-
tween different types of words (i.e., inconsistent vs. con-
sistent words). It is therefore logically possible that in-
consistent words differ from consistent words in terms
of their phonetic composition as well. Although Ziegler
and Ferrand matched their items on a number of vari-
ables (e.g., uniqueness point, number of phonemes, fre-
quency), subtle phonetic differences might exist between

different groups of items. For example, some of the in-
consistent items in Ziegler and Ferrand’s study had quite
complex nasalized sounds. Indeed, Kessler, Treiman,
and Mullennix (2002) have recently shown that the pho-
netic composition of a word has an effect on voice key
measurements. Moreover, the phonetic composition of a
word has been shown to affect lexical decision perfor-
mance (Abramson & Goldinger, 1997). Second, Ziegler
and Ferrand relied on an auditory LDT. This task has
been criticized for including a number of decisional and
postperceptual processes that might amplify orthographic
consistency effects (Ventura, Morais, Pattamadilok, &
Kolinsky, 2004).

In the present study, we attempted to deal with prob-
lems of both the stimuli and the task. To make sure that
the auditory consistency effect did not result from a con-
found in terms of phonetic differences between consis-
tent and inconsistent items, we manipulated the degree
of inconsistency of words sharing the same phonological
rime. Thus, we selected pairs of inconsistent monosyl-
labic words that had the same phonological rime but dif-
fered in the probability with which their phonology maps
onto spelling. For example, in English the words sign
and wine have the same phonological rime: /-ain/. The
“-ine” spelling is dominant—that is, it occurs in most
monosyllabic words of this particular rime family (e.g.,
fine, nine, vine, dine, line, mine). In contrast, the “-ign”
spelling is subdominant, meaning that it occurs in few or
no other monosyllabic words. Both sign and wine are in-
consistent in the sense that their phonological rimes map
onto multiple spellings. However, wine contains the dom-
inant spelling, whereas sign contains the subdominant
spelling. Keeping the phonological rime constant while
controlling for onset complexity should guarantee that
the orthographic consistency effect is indeed due to or-
thography rather than to phonetic complexity.

The second problem, which is related to the use of the
LDT, can be addressed by investigating the orthographic
consistency effect in tasks other than lexical decision.
For this purpose, we used a rime detection task in Ex-
periment 2 and an auditory naming task in Experiment 3.

EXPERIMENT 1

In this experiment, we investigated whether or not the
probability with which phonology maps onto spelling
can influence auditory word recognition. To this end, we
compared inconsistent words with dominant spellings
with inconsistent words with subdominant spellings in
an auditory LDT. Words with dominant and subdomi-
nant spellings had the same rime phonology and were
yoked in frequency-matched pairs (e.g., wine–sign). In
addition, a group of completely consistent words was in-
cluded in the present study to replicate our previous
finding of an auditory consistency effect.

Method
Participants. Twenty-five psychology students from a private

University (École des Psychologues Praticiens) in Paris participated
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in the experiment. All were native speakers of French. None of them
reported any hearing problems. Twenty additional students from the
same population gave familiarity ratings of the stimulus material.

Stimuli and Design. The critical stimulus set consisted of 72 low-
frequency monosyllabic French words (see the Appendix). They
were subdivided into three groups of 24 stimuli each: (1) consistent
words, (2) inconsistent words with dominant spellings, and (3) in-
consistent words with subdominant spellings. Inconsistent words
were yoked in frequency-matched pairs in which one member had
the dominant spelling and the other had the subdominant spelling. For
example, in French the words nain (dwarf ) and daim (deer) have
the same phonological rime: /-ε̃/. The “-ain” spelling is dominant,
whereas the “-aim” spelling is subdominant.

Consistency and spelling probability (dominance) were deter-
mined on the basis of consistency analyses of spelling and sound in
French (Ziegler, Jacobs, & Stone, 1996). Consistency ratios (token
and type) for the three stimulus groups are provided in Table 1.
Consistency ratios vary between 0 (inconsistent) and 1 (consistent).
They are calculated by dividing the number (or frequency) of friends
by the number (or frequency) of friends and enemies. In the pres-
ent context, a friend is a word whose rime phonology is spelled the
same (e.g., gear and fear are friends of hear). An enemy is a word
whose rime phonology is spelled differently (e.g., beer and mere
are enemies of hear). As can be seen in Table 1, words with sub-
dominant spellings have very few friends and many enemies. In
contrast, words with dominant spellings have approximately the
same number of enemies as do words with subdominant spellings,
but many more friends. As a consequence, their consistency ratios
are much higher. Finally, consistent words have no enemies at all.

Because we were interested in auditory word recognition, our
main focus was on spelling consistency (i.e., how consistently a
phonological pattern can be spelled). This is different from the do-
main of reading, for which most studies manipulated pronunciation
consistency (i.e., how consistently an orthographic pattern can be
pronounced). Indeed, all but five of our words (gang, scout, jus, jet,
stand ) were fully consistent in terms of pronunciation. Thus, pro-
nunciation consistency is not further taken into account in any of
the following analyses.

The fact that both members of each inconsistent word pair shared
the same rime phonology effectively reduces the likelihood that
phonological, phonetic, or phonotactic differences between dominant
and subdominant members could be responsible for the orthographic
effects. However, having identical rime phonology leaves the pos-
sibility open that stimulus groups differed in terms of phonotactic
complexity or consistency of the word onset (initial phoneme or
phoneme cluster). We therefore calculated initial phone frequency
and transitional probabilities for the onset phonemes (see, e.g.,
Vitevitch & Luce, 1998, 1999). In addition, we verified whether the
onsets of our items differed in terms of pronunciation and spelling
consistency (type counts). As can be seen in Table 1, the three groups
did not differ significantly on any of these variables.

The three stimulus groups were matched on word frequency ac-
cording to the BRULEX database (Content, Mousty, & Radeau,
1990). The frequency matching was double-checked using a recent
database containing more up-to-date frequency norms (LEXIQUE;
New, Pallier, Ferrand, & Matos, 2001). As can be seen in Table 1, the
three groups were still tightly matched even when the more contem-
porary frequency norms were used. To complement the objective
frequency measures, we also obtained subjective familiarity ratings
(see, e.g., Peereman, Content, & Bonin, 1998). Twenty students
who had not participated in the experiment rated familiarity using
a 7-point scale on which1 was very unfamiliar and 7 very familiar.
No significant differences were obtained in terms of familiarity.

The stimuli were further matched on a number of standard word
recognition variables, such as phonological neighborhood density,
number of phonemes, and uniqueness point. These measures were
taken from the LEXIQUE database (New et al., 2001). The groups
did not differ on any of these variables. The only significant differ-
ence was in terms of orthographic neighborhood density. Words
with subdominant spellings had on average fewer orthographic
neighbors than words in the other two groups. This confound can-
not be avoided, because words that are highly inconsistent in
spelling have, by definition, few orthographic neighbors. However,
a recent study suggests that the important factor in explaining or-
thographic effects on spoken word recognition is the consistency 
of the phonology–orthography mapping rather than the sheer num-

Table 1
Item Characteristics and Statistical Significance of the Three Stimulus Groups 

(Consistent, Inconsistent/Dominant, and Inconsistent/Subdominant)

Stimulus Group

Inconsistent Significance

Consistent (A) Dominant (B) Subdominant (C) A vs. B B vs. C A vs. C

Frequency (Brulex) 15.1 15.8 16.0 n.s. n.s. n.s.
Frequency (Lexique) 13.8 15.7 13.6 n.s. n.s. n.s.
Subjective familiarity 4.97 4.45 4.42 n.s. n.s. n.s.
No. of phonemes 3.33 3.13 3.17 n.s. n.s. n.s.
No. of letters 4.83 4.75 4.46 n.s. n.s. n.s.
Uniqueness point 3.33 3.13 3.13 n.s. n.s. n.s.
Phonological neighbors 14.04 15.88 15.96 n.s. n.s. n.s.
Orthographic neighbors 6.71 6.58 3.46 n.s. �.0010 �.0010
Initial phone frequency 446.82 432.26 442.29 n.s. n.s. n.s.
Onset transitional probability .0076 .0079 .0065 n.s. n.s. n.s.
Onset consistency (pronunciation) .96 .98 .95 n.s. n.s. n.s.
Onset consistency (spelling) .94 .95 .84 n.s. n.s. n.s.

Variables Manipulated

Rime consistency (token) 1.00 .50 .15 �.0001 �.0001 �.0001
Rime consistency (type) 1.00 .66 .05 �.0001 �.0001 �.0001
No. of friends 5.75 6.79 2.16 n.s. �.0001 �.0001
Frequency of friends 122.72 1,460.62 52.69 �.0001 �.0001 �.0100
No. of enemies 0.00 15.66 10.79 �.0001 �.1500 �.0001
Frequency of enemies 0.00 1,824.25 3,232.19 �.0200 n.s. �.0010
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ber of orthographic neighbors (see Ziegler, Muneaux, & Grainger,
2003).

For the purpose of the LDT, 72 nonwords were created by ran-
domly changing onsets and phonological rimes of a list of 72 words
that were not used in the present study. No consistency manipula-
tion was performed on the nonwords. Note that it would not have
been possible to create nonwords with subdominant spellings be-
cause nonwords have no lexical spellings. Thus, the spelling that a
participant might think of in an auditory task is likely to be the dom-
inant one.

Following Goldinger’s (1996) recommendation for research using
the LDT, we measured auditory durations of the stimulus record-
ings. Both types of inconsistent words had nearly identical dura-
tions (427 and 431 msec for words with dominant and subdominant
spellings, respectively). This difference was not significant [t(23) �
.10, p � .90]. However, completely consistent words had signifi-
cantly longer auditory durations than both types of inconsistent
words (492 msec; both ts � 1.82; ps � .04, one tailed). This is not
a problem, however, because the consistency effect appears as a la-
tency advantage for consistent words. Thus, longer auditory dura-
tions for consistent words would work against finding a consistency
effect. Nevertheless, in this and the following experiment, auditory
duration is used as a covariate.

Procedure. All items were recorded by a male native French
speaker in a soundproof room on a digital audiotape recorder (Teac
DA-P20) using a Sennheiser MD43 microphone. Items were digitized
at a sampling rate of 48 kHz with 16-bit analog-to-digital conversion
using a Macintosh II FX computer and an audiomedia editor. The
stimuli were transferred to the left channel of the Teac DA-P20
digital-to-analog converter. A 1000-kHz pulse on the right channel
(inaudible to the participants) was time locked with the onset of the
stimulus. This signal started the timer; the timer was stopped by the
participants’ lexical decision responses. The intertrial interval was
2 sec.

Stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled by a
386 PC connected to the digital-to-analog converter. The stimuli
were presented to the participants at a comfortable level through a
pair of Sony MDR-P1 headphones connected to the left channel of
the digital-to-analog converter. The participants were tested indi-
vidually in a soundproof room. They were instructed to decide as
quickly as possible whether or not the auditorily presented stimu-
lus was a real French word. The participants gave their responses by
pressing either the “yes” or the “no” button of a button box that was
placed in front of them. The dominant hand was used for the “yes”
responses. At the beginning of the experiment, the participants were
given 20 practice trials to familiarize themselves with the task. Dur-
ing the experiment, no feedback was provided. The experiment
lasted approximately 15 min.

Results
Mean correct reaction times (RTs) and error rates for

consistent, inconsistent /dominant, and inconsistent /
subdominant words are presented in Table 2. RTs were
measured from target onset to response onset. RTs longer

than 3 SDs beyond a participant’s global mean were ex-
cluded from the analysis (accounting for less than 1.5% of
the data). Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and planned
comparisons were performed on correct mean RTs and
error rates with both participants (F1) and items (F2) as the
random variables. Consistency (i.e., consistent vs. dom-
inant vs. subdominant) was treated as a within-subjects
factor in the analysis by subjects and as a between-items
factor in the analysis by items. Because of differences in
auditory length between consistent and inconsistent items,
auditory duration was used as a covariate in all F2 analy-
ses. We corrected means for auditory duration by using
it as a covariate.

As can be seen in Table 2, the data exhibited an over-
all consistency effect: Performance was fastest for con-
sistent words, intermediate for inconsistent /dominant
words, and slowest for inconsistent /subdominant words.
The main effect of consistency was significant on both
RTs [F1(2,48) � 72.49, p � .001; F2(2,68) � 21.07, p �
.001] and errors [F1(2,48) � 18.81, p � .001; F2(2,69) �
8.1, p � .001].

More importantly, a planned comparison between items
with dominant and those with subdominant spellings
confirmed that there was a significant spelling probability
effect. That is, there was a significant (41-msec) differ-
ence between inconsistent words with dominant spellings
and those with subdominant spellings [F1(1,24) � 55.99,
p � .001; F2(1,45) � 13.29, p � .001]. In the error data,
the 2.7% difference between inconsistent words with
dominant spellings and those with subdominant spellings
failed to reach significance [F1(1,24) � 3.69; F2(1,46) �
1.05]. Planned comparisons also confirmed that perfor-
mance on consistent words was better than performance
on either of the inconsistent word types (all F1s � 33.79,
ps � .001; all F2s � 4.2, ps � .05).

Discussion
The present data can be summarized as follows. First,

we replicated the auditory consistency effect previously
obtained by Ziegler and Ferrand (1998). That is, both types
of inconsistent words obtained longer RTs and more er-
rors than did consistent words. More importantly, incon-
sistent words with subdominant spellings produced longer
RTs and more errors than did inconsistent words with
dominant spellings. Given that these two groups of in-
consistent words had the same phonological rime and did
not differ in terms of onset complexity or consistency, it
is unlikely that subtle phonological or phonotactic dif-
ferences were responsible for the observed orthographic
effects.

One potential problem with holding rime phonology
constant is that rimes were necessarily repeated. Previ-
ous researchers (Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes, & Tanen-
haus, 1984; Taraban & McClelland, 1987) noticed that
the consistency effect in reading was amplified when the
experiment contained the same orthographic rime pro-
nounced in different ways (e.g., give–five; have–cave).
In analogy, one could argue that repeating the rimes in

Table 2
Mean Latencies (RTs, in Milliseconds) and Percentages of

Errors (%Error) for the Three Groups of Items in the Lexical
Decision Task of Experiment 1

RT

Group M SE %Error

Consistent 741 7.8 12.8
Inconsistent /dominant 770 7.6 19.6
Inconsistent /subdominant 811 7.6 22.3
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the present experiment might have amplified the audi-
tory consistency effect. However, we do not think that
such intralist priming can explain the present consis-
tency effect, for two reasons. First, in our original study
(Ziegler & Ferrand, 1998), rimes were not repeated and
yet the size of the observed consistency effect (62 msec)
was almost identical to the size of the consistency effect
in the present experiment (61 msec). Second, in the area
of reading, subsequent research by Jared, McRae, and
Seidenberg (1990) suggested that unreliable consistency
effects in previous studies were not due to the absence of
intralist priming but rather to weak consistency manipu-
lations (i.e., many friends and few enemies). In sum-
mary, we believe that the graded nature of the consis-
tency effect obtained in the present study reflects the
statistical mapping between phonology and orthography
rather than intralist priming or phonetic confounds.

Before these conclusions can be accepted, however,
one further potential criticism needs to be taken into ac-
count. In this and the earlier study (Ziegler & Ferrand,
1998), the auditory LDT was employed to investigate the
orthographic consistency effect. One could argue that
the LDT is so difficult that participants might try to “vi-
sualize” the spoken words in order to improve task per-
formance. Indeed, the LDT produced error rates on the
order of 20%, which clearly suggests that it is not an easy
task. Thus, it cannot be ruled out that participants use an
orthographic checking mechanism in a strategic way in
order to improve overall performance. To address this po-
tential problem, we attempted to replicate the present ef-
fects in a less difficult auditory task.

EXPERIMENT 2

A rime detection task was used in this experiment to
investigate whether the orthographic consistency effect
would persist in a task that produced a much lower error
rate than the LDT. The rime detection task seemed to be
a good choice because (1) it is a purely phonological task
(i.e., a participant does not have to be literate to do the
task), (2) it should be quite easy because the rime, unlike
the phoneme, is an easily accessible unit in speech per-
ception (Goswami, 1999; Kirtley, Bryant, MacLean, &
Bradley, 1989), and (3) in previous studies (e.g., Seiden-
berg & Tanenhaus, 1979) orthographic effects on rime
judgments have been found. Thus, on each trial, partici-
pants were presented auditorily with a target rime fol-
lowed by the target word. On half of the trials, the target
rime was present in the word, and on the other half the
target rime was absent. We predicted that detecting a
rime in an inconsistent word should take longer than
doing so in a consistent word, especially if the inconsis-
tent word contained the less frequent (subdominant)
spelling.

Method
Participants. Thirty-seven psychology students from the same

population as those in Experiment 1 participated in Experiment 2.

None of them had participated in Experiment 1. All were native
speakers of French. None of them reported hearing problems.

Stimuli and Design. The stimulus set and design were identical
to those of Experiment 1 except that two items (hausse and hall )
had to be replaced because their onsets were silent. They were re-
placed by grosse and goal, respectively. In addition, 72 new words
were selected for the target-absent trials. They were matched to the
target words in terms of frequency, onset, and number of phonemes
(all Fs � 1). New recordings were needed for the target-absent tri-
als and the rime targets; we also obtained new recordings for the
critical target-present trials. In these new recordings, auditory
length was again perfectly matched for the critical comparison be-
tween items with dominant and subdominant spellings (422 and
418 msec, respectively). The consistent items, however, were again
much longer than the inconsistent items (559 msec). Thus, as in the
previous experiment, auditory length was used as a covariate in all
item analyses.

Procedure. Items were recorded by a male native French speaker
using the same procedure as in Experiment 1. The stimuli were sam-
pled at 44 kHz and then transferred to a computer at a sampling rate
of 22.05 kHz and 16-bit conversion using SoundEdit 16 (Macro-
media, San Francisco). Stimulus presentation and data collection
were controlled by a Macintosh computer and PsyScope software
(Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993). The stimuli were
presented to the participants at a comfortable decibel level through
a pair of Sony MDR-P1 headphones. At the end of the auditory
rime and after a delay of 50 msec, the target was presented. The par-
ticipants were instructed to judge as quickly and as accurately as
possible whether the auditorily presented rime was present or ab-
sent in the following French word. The participants gave their re-
sponses by pressing either the “yes” or the “no” button of a button
box that was placed in front of them. The dominant hand was used
for the “yes” responses. The participants were tested individually in
a soundproof room. As in Experiment 1, the participants were first
given 20 practice trials. No feedback was provided during the ex-
periment. The experiment lasted approximately 20 min.

Results
Mean latencies and error rates are presented in Table 3.

Only target-present trials were considered for statistical
analyses. Two items and their matched controls had to be
excluded because of systematic misperceptions, proba-
bly due to problems with the recordings. RTs that were
more than 3 SDs beyond a participant’s global mean were
excluded (accounting for less than 1% of the data). The
remaining data were submitted to a global (consistent vs.
dominant vs. subdominant) ANOVA and to planned com-
parisons with both participants (F1) and items (F2) as the
random variables. Because of differences in auditory
length between the items, auditory duration was used as
a covariate in all F2 latency analyses. We corrected means
for auditory duration by using it as a covariate.

Table 3
Mean Latencies (RTs, in Milliseconds) and Percentages of

Errors (%Error) for the Three Groups of Items in the Rime
Detection Task of Experiment 2

RT

Group M SE %Error

Consistent 879 14.0 1.8
Inconsistent /dominant 920 12.6 3.1
Inconsistent /subdominant 947 12.7 3.4
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The global ANOVA exhibited a significant effect of
consistency on both RTs [F1(2,72) � 5.04, p � .01;
F2(2,62) � 5.77, p � .01] and errors [F1(2,72) � 3.59,
p � .05; F2(2,63) � 2.52, p � .10]. More importantly,
planned comparisons showed a significant difference be-
tween words with dominant spellings and those with
subdominant spellings in the latency data [F1(2,72) �
6.12, p � .02; F2(1,41) � 2.58, p � .12]. Moreover, con-
sistent items were processed significantly faster than
both types of inconsistent items ( p � .004). No signifi-
cant differences were obtained in the error data.

Discussion
The data from the rime detection task replicated the

major effects found in the LDT—that is, the existence of
a graded consistency effect and a significant difference
between words with dominant and subdominant spellings
(e.g., wine–sign). These effects were obtained despite
the fact that the overall error rate was very low (about 3%).
This provides evidence against the hypothesis according
to which orthographic information would become acti-
vated only when the task is relatively difficult, making it
useful for participants to encode spoken words in different
formats (orthographic and phonological). Alternatively,
the present data show that orthographic information is
activated even in a task that produces a low error rate.

One potential problem with the rime detection task,
however, is that it might involve metaphonological skills
to some extent. Metaphonological skills are typically as-
sessed by having people delete, add, or substitute pho-
nemes (Morais et al., 1979). It is quite well documented
that orthographic information affects such metaphono-
logical skills, possibly by providing an abstract model of
how to analyze speech into its constituents (Olson, 1996).
Although rime detection does not involve the conscious
manipulation of phonemes, the aim of the following ex-
periment was to replicate the orthographic consistency
effect in a task that clearly does not involve metaphono-
logical components.

EXPERIMENT 3

The goal of this experiment was to replicate the graded
consistency effect in an auditory naming task (see Liu,
Bates, Powell, & Wulfeck, 1997). In this task, partici-
pants are presented with spoken words and are asked to
repeat them as quickly as possible. This task was chosen
because it still produces a low error rate, does not involve
a decision component, and does not involve metaphono-
logical judgments. It is obviously risky to use such a
shallow task, because classic word recognition effects
tend to be reduced in word repetition (Radeau & Morais,
1990). However, given that a number of effects (e.g.,
neighborhood effects) are not fully eliminated in repeti-
tion tasks (Vitevitch, 2002; Vitevitch & Luce, 1998), we
still expected to find signatures of consistency effects, at
least in the strongest comparison (i.e., consistent vs. in-
consistent subdominant words).

Note also that the task contains a naming component.
Ideally, in naming tasks onsets have to be matched across
experimental conditions because voice keys trigger dif-
ferently depending on the nature of the onset (e.g., much
later for words with initial fricatives than for words with
initial plosives; see Rastle & Davis, 2002). Because we
did not match for onsets in this experiment, we added a
delayed naming task after each trial (see, e.g., McRae,
Jared, & Seidenberg, 1990). Because articulatory differ-
ences would affect delayed naming as much as immedi-
ate naming, delayed naming latencies can be used to fac-
tor out potential articulatory differences if necessary.

Method
Participants. Twenty-five psychology students participated in

the experiment. They were recruited from the same population as
those in the previous experiments. None had participated in either
of the previous two experiments. All were native speakers of French.
None of them reported hearing problems.

Stimuli and Design. The stimulus set and design were identical
to those of Experiment 1, except that only word trials were used in
the present experiment.

Procedure. As in the previous experiments, the stimuli were pre-
sented binaurally via headphones. The participants were instructed
to listen carefully to each word and to say it aloud as quickly and
accurately as possible. The delayed naming task was added after
each trial. That is, after the immediate naming response was given,
the participants were asked to say the same word aloud again. How-
ever, they were also instructed to delay their responses until a re-
sponse signal (a 400-Hz beep) occurred. To avoid anticipations, the
interval between the offset of the target and the onset of the beep
was varied (1,400, 1,600, 1,800, or 2,000 msec). The participants
were told to keep the word “on the tip of their tongues” during that
interval, ready to name it as quickly as possible and as soon as the
response signal occurred. Response latencies in the delayed nam-
ing trials were measured from the onset of the beep until the par-
ticipant’s response triggered the voice key. The experiment was
controlled using DMDX software (Forster & Forster, 2003). This
software provides RT measurements and records a digital version of
the participants’ responses.

Results
The results are presented in Table 4. Voice key errors

were excluded from the data analyses (accounting for
1.7% of the data). Overall, the error rate was extremely
low (�2%) and did not show any differences between
conditions. However, one item from the inconsistent /
dominant group (lobe) produced an error rate of 44%
and was therefore excluded from all further analyses.
RTs that were 3 SDs beyond a participant’s global mean
were excluded from the analysis (accounting for less
than 1.5% of the data).

With regard to immediate naming, the main effect of
consistency was significant by subjects [F1(2,48) � 12.7,
p � .001] but failed to reach signif icance by items
[F2(2,67) � 1.28, p � .20]. The critical comparison be-
tween inconsistent dominant and inconsistent subdomi-
nant members of the pairs was significant by subjects
[F1(1,24) � 5.0, p � .05] but failed to reach significance
by items [F2(1,44) � 1.1, p � .20]. In the strongest planned
comparison, the difference between inconsistent sub-
dominant and fully consistent items was significant by
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subjects [F1(1,24) � 7.9, p � .01] and approached sig-
nificance by items [F2(1,45) � 2.0, p � .20]. The de-
layed naming condition produced no significant effects (all
Fs � 1), suggesting that there were no major articulatory
onset differences between the different item groups.

Discussion
In the present experiment, we found that orthographic

consistency had some effect on immediate naming laten-
cies. Note that this effect was neither masked nor amplified
by potential articulatory differences between items be-
cause the delayed naming task did not show a difference
between conditions. The effect in immediate naming was
much smaller than that obtained in the previous experi-
ments. Also, the critical comparison between items with
dominant spellings and those with subdominant spellings
was statistically less robust—that is, it failed to reach sig-
nificance in the item analysis. However, note that the item
analysis tends to underestimate effect sizes in research de-
signs, in which items are tightly matched on a large num-
ber of dimensions (Raaijmakers, Schrijnemakers, & Grem-
men, 1999). This possibility would certainly apply to the
present research, because items were selected as a pair and
matched on a large number of variables (see Table 1).

Also, as was mentioned earlier, auditory naming is a
fairly low-level articulatory task that tends to minimize
lexical influences (Radeau & Morais, 1990). This cer-
tainly limits our chance of finding a strong consistency
effect because, in the consistency effect, it is the lexically
based spelling of an inconsistent word (e.g., sign) that is
in conflict with the more dominant, phonologically based
spelling (e.g., “-ine”).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present experiments provide a strong test of the
hypothesis that orthographic information influences au-
ditory word recognition. Whereas in previous studies
fully consistent words were compared with maximally
inconsistent words (Ventura et al., 2004; Ziegler & Fer-
rand, 1998), in this study we compared inconsistent words,
which had either a dominant or a subdominant sound–
spelling mapping (i.e., a graded consistency effect). The
advantage of such a research strategy was that items in
the critical (dominant-vs.-subdominant) comparison had
identical rime phonology. Keeping rime phonology con-
stant while matching onset characteristics reduces po-

tential phonological or phonotactic differences between
different groups of items.

The main results can be summarized as follows. In all
three experiments, consistent items were processed faster
than inconsistent items (the consistency effect). More-
over, all the experiments showed that inconsistent dom-
inant items were processed faster than inconsistent sub-
dominant items (the spelling probability effect). The
relative effect sizes of the consistency and spelling prob-
ability effects across the three tasks are presented in Fig-
ure 1. Because the three tasks differ in overall latency,
z scores were derived from the group differences ex-
pressed in SD units.

Figure 1 clearly illustrates that the size of the consis-
tency and the spelling probability effects varies as a
function of lexical involvement across tasks. In the LDT,
lexical access is required to discriminate words from
pseudowords. Indeed, both effects were strongest and
most robust in the LDT. In the rime detection task, ac-
cess to the lexicon might be beneficial for segmenting
words into onsets and rimes, but it is not strictly required
for performing the task. In accordance with this idea, the
data exhibited smaller consistency and spelling proba-
bility effects in rime detection than in lexical decision.
Finally, auditory naming does not require lexical pro-
cesses at all, since it can be easily accomplished on a
purely sublexical level. Not surprisingly, auditory nam-
ing showed the smallest effects, reaching significance
only by participants. One might have expected that slower
tasks, such as rime detection, would produce the largest
effects because consistency effects might need time to
develop. However, this was not the case. As the z score data
clearly show, lexical involvement rather than overall pro-
cessing speed predicts the size of the consistency effects.

Although there is strong evidence for the existence of
orthographic effects in a number of auditory tasks (e.g.,
Damian & Bowers, 2003; Frost & Katz, 1989; Halle et al.,
2000; Slowiaczek et al., 2003; Taft & Hambly, 1985), the
question remains as to why orthographic effects should be
there in the first place, given the primacy of speech over
reading and writing. The most straightforward answer is
provided by the dynamical systems approach to word
recognition (Rueckl, 2002; Stone, Vanhoy, & Van Orden,
1997; Stone & Van Orden, 1994; Van Orden, 2002; Van
Orden & Goldinger, 1994). According to this approach,
word recognition results from the recurrent flow of acti-
vation within a highly interactive network representing

Table 4
Mean Latencies (RTs, in Milliseconds) and Percentages of Error (%Error) for the Three
Groups of Items in the Immediate and Delayed Auditory Naming Tasks of Experiment 3

Immediate Naming Delayed Naming

RT RT

Group M SE %Error M SE %Error

Consistent 827 8.7 1.7 346 11.4 1.0
Inconsistent /dominant 836 8.3 1.9 347 11.7 1.2
Inconsistent /subdominant 847 8.1 1.7 348 12.0 1.3
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different kinds of linguistic information (e.g., ortho-
graphic, phonological, semantic). Inconsistencies be-
tween these different units increase the time it takes for
the system to settle into a stable state. Because learning
in these networks is sensitive to the statistical properties
of the spelling-to-sound mapping, these networks are well
prepared to account for the graded nature of the consis-
tency effect.

Orthography and phonology become intricately re-
lated during learning to read and to spell. One can de-
scribe the amalgamation of orthography and phonology
in terms of the development of a cell assembly (see, e.g.,
Hebb, 1988). When different events co-occur frequently
(as do orthography and phonology during reading), neu-
rons coding those events become associated. Associated
neurons develop into a functional unit, or cell assembly.
An intriguing property of such cell assemblies is that if
a sufficiently large number of the assembly neurons are
stimulated by external input, activity will spread to ad-
ditional assembly members and, finally, the entire as-
sembly will be active. This explosion-like process has
been called ignition of the assembly (Braitenberg, 1989).
For example, full ignition of a cell assembly after stimu-
lation of only some of its neurons can explain why per-
ceivers have no problem identifying a partially hidden
object (Hebb, 1988). As far as word recognition is con-
cerned, the acquisition of reading causes strong associ-
ations between orthography and phonology to exist. As
a consequence, word form assemblies include both or-
thographic and phonological information. Full ignition
of the entire word form assembly after stimulation (by
speech input) of a sufficiently large number of phono-

logical neurons may thus be the reason why orthography
is automatically activated during speech recognition.

A second possible explanation for the existence of or-
thographic effects in speech perception is that they go
back to a developmental phase in which orthographic in-
formation alters the nature of the phonological represen-
tations themselves (Goswami, 2002b). Such a possibility
is best described in the context of the phonological re-
structuring model (Metsala, 1997; Metsala & Walley,
1998). Although this model does not take orthographic
influences into account, there is evidence to suggest that
as children learn to read and spell, orthographic infor-
mation is used in order to restructure, specify, and orga-
nize lexical phonological representations. According to
this idea, words with inconsistent spellings would never
acquire fully specified phonological representations,
which would explain the latency costs for accessing in-
consistent words. This account would naturally predict
that the size of the consistency effect decreases as the
task relies less and less on accessing lexical representa-
tions, as indeed is the case in the present study. Note also
that the restructuring account does not have to rely on
on-line feedback to explain the existence of an ortho-
graphic effect (for discussions, see Norris, McQueen, &
Cutler, 2000; Peereman et al., 1998; but see also Luce,
Goldinger, & Vitevitch, 2000). Instead, orthographic in-
formation would have had its major impact during a de-
velopmental restructuring phase of lexical representa-
tions (i.e., off line).

While we await further data to decide between these
challenging theoretical explanations, the present study
clarifies a number of outstanding empirical issues. First,

Figure 1. Cross-task comparisons of the consistency effect (i.e., in-
consistent items minus consistent items) and the spelling probability ef-
fect (i.e., items with subdominant spelling minus items with dominant
spelling). Effect sizes are expressed in z scores (i.e., group differences di-
vided by pooled SDs).
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orthographic consistency effects are not artifacts of phono-
logical or phonotactic properties of the stimulus mater-
ial. Second, they can be obtained in tasks that produce
low error rates, which makes it unlikely that the effects
are due to orthographic strategies used to reduce the dif-
ficulty of the task. Finally, orthographic consistency ef-
fects are not restricted to the LDT. However, their size
seems to vary as a function of the lexical involvement of
the task. Empirical specifications such as these are cer-
tainly necessary for a deeper understanding of the effect.
However, they should not distract from the bigger pic-
ture showing that, in one way or another, learning about
orthography seems to permanently alter the way we per-
ceive spoken language.
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APPENDIX

Inconsistent Words With Identical Rimes (Dominant
Spelling/Subdominant Spelling)
cran/paon, glande/stand, faille/bail, mangue/gang,
claque/vrac, crampe/trempe, pente/plante, vase/gaz,
creux/noeud, joute/scout, frais/jet, nain/daim, hausse/sauce,
fève/glaive, fraise/thèse, cru/flux, blond/plomb, lobe/snob,
tôle/hall, gomme/rhum, mou/loup, four/bourg, dru/jus,
fruit /pluie

Consistent Words
moche, stage, figue, louche, crabe, match, plume, huile, cave,
luge, brune, jade, fiche, gaffe, ruche, singe, blague, biche,
cube, grade, plage, tige, digue, lune

(Manuscript received June 5, 2003;
revision accepted for publication January 6, 2004.)
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